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Abstract

Currently, much research on cognitive diagnostic assessment (CDA) focuses on the
development of statistical models estimating individual students’ attribute profiles.
However, little is known about how to communicate model-generated statistical
results to stakeholders, and how to translate formatively diagnostic information into
teaching practices. This study proposed an integrative framework of diagnosis
connecting CDA to feedback and remediation and, meanwhile, demonstrated
empirically the application of the framework in an English as a Foreign Language
(EFL) context. Particularly, the empirical study presented procedures of integrating
diagnostic assessment to EFL reading curriculum through four phases of planning,
framing, implementing, and reflecting. The results show that these procedures,
influenced by the teacher’s orientation to diagnostic assessment and approach to
EFL teaching, affected students’ perceptions of diagnostic assessment, their attitudes
toward remedial instructions, as well as their learning outcomes on EFL reading. The
results also provide evidence to the effectiveness of the integrative framework
proposed in this study, showing that the framework could serve as practical
guidance to the implementation and use of diagnostic assessment in the classroom.
Overall, this study indicates that the diagnostic approach is a more effective way to
provide instructionally useful information than other test and assessment approaches
that do not differentiate strengths and weaknesses among students with the same
total score.

Keywords: Cognitive diagnostic assessment (CDA), Diagnostic score report,
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Introduction
Cognitive diagnostic assessment (CDA) refers to a set of cognitively grounded, diagnos-

tic procedures attempting to pinpoint students’ strengths and weaknesses in relation to

their knowledge structures and processing skills (referred to as attributes) in the target

domain (Lee & Sawaki, 2009).

In contrast to standardized testing that measures the educational level of stu-

dents on a broad scale and reports the measurement results in a summative man-

ner, CDA, rooted in the cognitive psychology of problem solving (Snow &

Lohman, 1989), makes explicit the test developer’s assumptions about the fine-

grained attributes a test taker would use in a content domain, how the attributes

develop, and how test takers of higher proficiency differ from those of lower profi-

ciency (Mislevy et al., 2003). Over the past decade, the profusion of CDA research

in the field of language testing has led to a more comprehensive conceptualization

of the construct, and more advanced techniques of operationalization for language

testers and language teachers. Although the importance of CDA in language stud-

ies has been widely recognized (Alderson et al., 2015; von Davier & Lee, 2019),

how CDA could be used to inform language teaching practices in the classroom

remains unexplored. Previous research suggests that the fine-grained information

generated from CDA could help promote students’ learning and guide further in-

struction (e.g., Lee, 2015). However, only little is known about how to communi-

cate the model-generated statistical results to stakeholders, and how to translate

formatively diagnostic information into teaching practices both theoretically and

empirically (Mislevy et al., 2003; Stout, Henson, DiBello, & Shear, 2019).

To respond to the paucity of research in this respect, we proposed a framework of

cognitive diagnosis integrating feedback, remedial teaching, and learning to diagnostic

modeling procedures in the CDA system and reported an empirical study demonstrat-

ing the application of the proposed framework, particularly the diagnosis-based remedi-

ation specified in the framework, in an English as a Foreign Language (EFL) context.

Cognitive diagnostic assessment and its application on EFL teaching: a brief
overview
The notion of diagnosis can be traced back to the 1950s (e.g., Cronbach & Meehl,

1955). On the basis of it, CDA emerged and discussed extensively in the areas of educa-

tion, psychometrics, and applied linguistics, including books and special journal issues

(e.g., Alderson et al., 2015; Lee, 2015; Lee & Sawaki, 2009; Leighton & Gierl, 2007; von

Davier & Lee, 2019). As noted by previous studies, CDA differs from traditional test

and assessment approaches in at least three aspects. First, it is developed from cognitive

models of learning backed by empirical evidence of human information processing,

which is rarely employed by either large-scale tests or classroom-based assessments, ir-

respective of the well-established assessment and psychometric practices that followed

(Mislevy et al., 2003; Snow & Lohman, 1989; von Davier & Lee, 2019; Wang & Gierl,

2011). Second, different from traditional testing procedures ranking examinees along a

proficiency continuum, CDA estimates students’ abilities as a composite of fine-grained

attributes, thereby facilitating unequivocal and multi-faceted measurement of students’

learning (Chen & de la Torre, 2014; Leighton & Gierl, 2007). Last, providing
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stakeholders with detailed diagnostic information, CDA can bring about a positive

washback effect. Washback describes the influence of testing on teaching and learning

(Tsagari & Cheng, 2017). Although high-stakes tests of nondiagnostic purposes can

have enormous washback, this effect might be rather “general, systemic, complex, and

difficult to trace” (Lee, 2015, p.8). In contrast, the impact produced by CDA is more

specific and individualized. The resulting information can be used directly in the class-

room to inform the design of instruction, improve students’ learning, and guide the de-

velopment and reform of the curriculum.

Much of the research on CDA has hitherto been centered on the first two aspects,

concerning selection and evaluation of cognitive models to define attributes and

their relationships (e.g., Wang, Song, Chen, Meng, & Ding, 2015), development and

extension of diagnostic classification models (DCMs) to estimate individual stu-

dents’ attribute profiles from the response data of the assessment (e.g., de la Torre,

2011; Zhan, Ma, Jiao, & Ding, 2020), and generation and comparison of statistical

indices to examine model robustness in tracking the current state of student know-

ledge and the process of knowledge progression in real-world applications (e.g.,

Johnson & Sinharay, 2018; Ma, Iaconangelo, & de la Torre, 2016). In the area of lan-

guage testing, theoretical elaborations of CDA focus primarily on principles of lan-

guage diagnosis (e.g., Harding, Alderson, & Brunfaut, 2015), and procedures of

applying and verifying DCMs in language tests (e.g., Lee & Sawaki, 2009). Although

a number of theoretical elaborations include diagnostic feedback and diagnosis-

based remediation in their framework, these components are viewed as comple-

ments to diagnosis, not fully functioning in the CDA system. The cognitive diagno-

sis model of Lee and Sawaki (2009) is such an example: It divides CDA into

definition of attributes, Q-matrix construction, data analysis, and score reporting.

The first three components specifying the cognitive model and statistical procedures

are considered as the core of diagnosis. By taking a “minimalist approach” (Lee,

2015, p.14) to remediation, the model does not go further than simply providing

feedback about the examinees’ identified strengths and deficiencies in the attributes

they have or have not mastered sufficiently, which might negate or weaken the mis-

sion of CDA to impact and promote subsequent teaching and learning positively.

In addition to theoretical elaborations, language testers have also applied empirically

the CDA procedures in an array of reading and listening tests under different DCMs

including the research from Jang (2009), Kim (2015), Chen and Chen (2016), Yi (2017),

and Fan and Yan (2020). All of the above studies adopted the retrofitting approach fit-

ting a DCM or several DCMs for cognitive diagnosis to the test data from assessments

not originally designed for diagnostic purposes, such as the PISA, the LanguEdge, and

the TOEFL. The emphasis was therefore put on examining the robustness of the se-

lected DCM to the test data. For example, Fan and Yan (2020) adopted a model selec-

tion method to compare the four DCMs (including the G-DINA, the DINA, the LLM,

and the RRUM) to validate the Q-matrix and fit test takers’ responses to the National

Matriculation English Test (NMET) in China. After model-data fit comparisons with

both internal and external measures, the RRUM was found to be the most adequate

model among the four to fit the test data, and used to generate diagnostic results at

both group and individual levels of high school EFL learners. Although the study pro-

duced fine-grained, diagnostic information at both group and individual levels, it did
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not go further to use the diagnostic results in classroom settings. Questions remain as

to how to translate the model-generated, statistically sophisticated information into

teaching practices.

To address these gaps, we propose, in the following session, a framework of cog-

nitive diagnosis aiming at integrating feedback, remedial teaching and learning to

diagnostic modeling procedures in the CDA system. The framework builds on

existing approaches which aim at modeling language diagnosis (e.g., Fan & Zeng,

2016; Harding et al., 2015; Lee, 2015; Lee & Sawaki, 2009), feedback (e.g., Zenisky

& Hambleton, 2012), and classroom-based assessment (e.g., Hill & McNamara,

2011; Wang & Li, 2019) theoretically, as well as empirical studies that have applied

CDA in the diagnosis of students’ language abilities.

The integrative framework of diagnosis and specification of its components
The integrative framework of diagnosis consists of four major components, including

(1) designing and conducting diagnostic assessments, (2) providing diagnostic feedback

to stakeholders, (3) implementing remedial instruction and learning, and (4) validating

the integrative system of diagnosis. The components that constitute the framework are

visualized in Fig. 1 and explained in detail below.

Fig. 1 An integrative framework of diagnosis
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Diagnosis

Diagnosis is the first component of the framework. The purpose of diagnosis is to pin-

point individual students’ strengths and, more importantly, weaknesses on the attri-

butes that the student has not yet fully mastered. Diagnosis can be realized through

developing diagnostic assessments from the ground up by following three steps, includ-

ing constructing the cognitive model, designing assessment instruments and the associ-

ated Q-matrix, and applying psychometric models for data analysis (de la Torre &

Minchen, 2014). Serving as the basis for principled assessment design, the cognitive

model specifies the definition of attributes to be measured as well as the inter-

relationship among these attributes. Oftentimes, the attributes are extracted from rele-

vant cognitive theories or proficiency scales conceptualizing students’ abilities at dis-

tinct reference levels in the target domain and validated using empirical data such as

think-aloud protocols presenting students’ test-taking processes (Jang & Wagner, 2013;

Leighton & Gierl, 2007). The validation procedure is pivotal if the cognitive model in-

volves the hierarchical relationship in which psychological ordering is assumed among

the attributes. The results of validation and, when necessary, subsequent revisions of

the hierarchy would result in a more accurate and valid cognitive model for assessment

development and analysis (von Davier & Haberman, 2014; Wang & Gierl, 2011).

With the cognitive model defining the construct, diagnostic assessment instruments,

for example, assessment tasks and questionnaires, can be developed, along with the Q-

matrix specified to map the attributes to individual assessment items. Among a variety

of item formats, discrete-point items assessing a single construct in each item are pre-

ferred by educational researchers for they allow efficient identification of weaknesses at

fine-grained levels, exploration of root causes of the weaknesses, and straightforward

interpretation of diagnostic results (Alderson et al., 2015; Fan & Zeng, 2016; Xie, 2019).

The construction of assessment items is followed by procedures for collecting and

scoring students’ response data, which are subject to statistical analysis in a psy-

chometric model. The psychometric model captures a set of statistical procedures

applied on the response data, including selection of appropriate model for data

analysis, generation of expected attribute response patterns, evaluation of the

model-data fit, and calculation of probabilities of mastery on each attribute for in-

dividual students (Wang & Gierl, 2011). Ideally, the psychometric model would be

applied iteratively to achieve an adequate fit of the selected DCM to data.

Feedback/score report

The second component is diagnostic feedback designed to describe and summarize the

results of diagnosis to a variety of stakeholders, including teachers, students, policy-

makers, and parents (Lee, 2015). It usually takes the form of a score report that turns

statistically sophisticated assessment data into actionable information through both

qualitative illustrations (e.g., verbal descriptions of attribute mastery levels) and quanti-

tative presentations (e.g., tables and graphs; Rankin, 2016). Adapting the score report

development model of Zenisky and Hambleton (2012), the feedback component in the

integrative framework of diagnosis sequences through three stages of initial prepar-

ation, report development, tryout and revision. Preparation requires defining the pur-

pose of the score report, identifying the target audience, and carrying out needs
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assessments to the audience. After careful preparation, the prototype report is pro-

duced and reviewed internally within the expert panel responsible for the development

and revision of the report. At this stage, questions concerning the content and design

of the diagnostic score report should be addressed, including but not limited to: How

does one best transform psychologically complicated information unique to CDA to

either qualitative or qualitative presentations in the report so as to maximize accurate

interpretation of the target audience? Is the diagnostic information conveyed through a

static report (online or paper), a series of reports, or a dynamic online reporting

system? How is language structured to express ideas and values that conform to the

socio-cultural context from which they are produced (Hambleton & Zenisky, 2013;

Roberts, 2012; Roberts, Gotch, & Lester, 2018)?

Thereafter, the prototype report should be trialed in field testing where audience’s

opinions and understanding of the report contents are investigated via controlled stud-

ies. The data are then analyzed to inform the revision of the report, which might be

subject to a new round of field testing. The tryout and revision session plays a funda-

mental role in the development of score report because a number of existent studies

have shown that many teachers, students, and parents have trouble interpreting and

making appropriate use of score reports (Brown, O’Leary, & Hattie, 2019; Hambleton

& Zenisky, 2013; Tannenbaum, 2019; Zapata-Rivera & Katz, 2014). The interpretability

of score reports, viewed as an integral part of validity (O’Leary, Hattie, & Griffin, 2017),

is more critical in the diagnostic context because CDA has a strong mission of facilitat-

ing future instruction and learning, which must be realized through careful design of

the score report communicating strengths, weaknesses, and root causes of weaknesses

to teachers and students effectively (Lee, 2015). Otherwise, subsequent activities cannot

be acted upon to remediate the identified weaknesses and promote the overall learning

potential. In addition to the score report development and revision, ongoing monitor-

ing and maintenance are also in need to ascertain that the report remains useful and

functions as intended (Zenisky & Hambleton, 2012).

Remediation

The third component is concerned with remediation (or treatment/intervention), which

refers to a set of teaching and learning activities aiming at strengthening the identified

weaknesses of students on the attributes in the target domain (Lee, 2015). Within this

component, teachers are expected to integrate diagnostic assessment results into the

curriculum to create meaningful content and concrete pedagogy. Adapting the

classroom-based assessment framework of Hill and McNamara (2011) and the proce-

dures for integrating teaching-leaning-assessment of Wang and Li (2019), the remedi-

ation is centered on teachers’ behaviors, comprising four processes of planning,

framing, conducting, and reflecting. Planning emphasizes the decision-making process

of teachers to compare and select materials, activities, and instructional approaches

aligned with learning goals and diagnostic results. This category specifies information

about the type and nature of planned instructional tasks for remediation and the rela-

tionship of diagnostic results to instruction. Framing investigates the extent to which

the remediation is made explicit to students, along with the criteria to evaluate their

progress. The purpose of this category is to share instructional intentions to students
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so that they can have an appropriate orientation to the instructional tasks. Conducting

specifies the process to implement the instructional plans in the classroom. At this

stage, a majority of instructional activities are explicit, formal, and well-designed before

the class. However, unplanned, instruction-embedded activities may also occur period-

ically in the classroom (Wang & Li, 2019). Reflecting captures teachers’ reflections on

the instructional practices they have implemented in the classroom, which is reported

to have positive effects on both the academic growth of teachers and subsequent teach-

ing adjustments (Wang & Li, 2019). Active engagement in self-reflection might help

teachers exhibit an increased interest in the development of innovative teaching strat-

egies and collaborative practices to facilitate the use of diagnostic information for im-

proving students’ learning.

Besides the behaviors of teachers, two additional elements are listed in the framework

for their close relationships with remediation: teachers’ beliefs, and students’ beliefs and

uses of the diagnostic assessment. Teachers’ beliefs refer to the theory of classroom

teachers about the subject, the curriculum, pedagogic principles, and assessment prac-

tices underlying their teaching practices (Hill & McNamara, 2011). In the diagnostic

context, teachers’ perceptions about CDA and the associated feedback are reported to

have implications on each process of planning, framing, conducting, and reflecting

(Doe, 2015). Therefore, teachers are worth to be investigated on their beliefs about the

diagnostic assessment and provided, when necessary, with education that would equip

them with the knowledge and skills to integrate the diagnostic assessment in the class-

room effectively.

Students’ beliefs and use of diagnostic assessment, closely related to the attitudes of

learners about how the assessment is conducted, interpreted, and used in the class-

room, can be investigated in teacher-to-student interactions, student-to-teacher inter-

actions, and student-to-student interactions (Rea-Dickins, 2006). These interactions

highlight discrepancies between teacher intentions and student understandings, and

provide access to how students develop self-help remedial activities independent of the

remediation offered by their teachers.

Validation

As the last component, validation is concerned with the process of collecting relevant

and appropriate evidence to support the intended interpretation and use of diagnostic

assessment scores (O’Leary et al., 2017). Generally, the validity evidence comprises two

types, local and global. Local evidence is gathered within each of the three aforemen-

tioned components. In the diagnostic phase, technical evidence in support of the qual-

ity of the CDA and associated DCMs include, but not limited to the following aspects:

an analysis of relationships between the content of the diagnostic assessment and the

construct (i.e., the cognitive model) it is intended to measure; a comparison between

examinees’ actual processes of responses and the response pattern intended by the test

developers; and an examination of the fit of the selected DCM to the assessment re-

sponse data (Fan, 2020). In the feedback phase, validity evidence can be collected, via

surveys to assessment and score report users, to justify the interpretability of the diag-

nostic score report; that is, the actual interpretations made and uses enacted by users

are aligned with the interpretations and use of the score report intended by developers.
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In the same vein, the effectiveness of remedial teaching and learning could be evaluated

through such methods as interviews, classroom observations, and experimental studies

in real classrooms, although only a few existent research mentioned this part.

On the other hand, global evidence emphasizes the link and integration of the three

components of diagnosis, feedback, and remediation. For example, in defining the cog-

nitive model of diagnosis, one of the core problems is to determine the level of specifi-

city of attributes in the content domain. However, as specificity is a property that is

assessed along a continuum instead of a dichotomy, it is not easy to decide on the opti-

mal level that is sufficient for diagnosis and feedback (Lee, 2015). Therefore, evidence

concerning the level of specificity should be collected within the diagnostic component

as well as from the other two components of the framework, so as to answer the fol-

lowing questions: What is the manageable level of specificity that can be treated by

DCMs appropriately in CDA? What specificity levels of diagnostic information are

most effective and useful to be acted upon by teachers and learners in the classroom?

In the same vein, as the bridge between diagnostic assessment and diagnosis-based re-

mediation, diagnostic score report should communicate statistically sophisticated infor-

mation from the CDA to end-users and meanwhile be effective in facilitating and

promoting subsequent remedial teaching and learning. Therefore, besides the interpret-

ability of the score report, additional evidence is required to support the use of the

diagnostic report in the classroom.

Implementing the interpretive framework of diagnosis in the English as
Foreign Language (EFL) course on reading comprehension
To demonstrate how the integrative framework of diagnosis can be implemented under

classroom settings, in the following, we present an experimental study demonstrat-

ing the application of UDig diagnostic assessment issued by the Foreign Language

Teaching and Research Press in a 12-week EFL reading course for first-year graduate

students at a Chinese university. Particularly, the remediation processes were ex-

plored through self-narratives, focus groups, and individual interviews, and the remedi-

ation effects were examined by a pre-test post-test quasi-experiment. This study is part

of a larger project investigating the usefulness of UDig diagnostic system in under-

graduate- and graduate-level EFL courses in China. In the current study, we formulated

three research questions:

RQ1: What did the teacher do to integrate UDig diagnostic assessments into the

curriculum? What beliefs were underpinning the teacher’s behaviors?

RQ2: What were the students’ beliefs of diagnostic assessment and their perceptions

about diagnosis-based remediation?

RQ3: Was the integration effective in improving students’ EFL reading abilities?

Method

Participants

There are two groups of participants involved in the present study. The first group in-

cludes Flora (i.e., pseudonym of the first author), a female teacher responsible for an

entry-level EFL reading course designed for first-year graduate students. Flora who
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completed her doctoral degree in applied linguistics had, at the time of this study, 6

years of experience in diagnostic assessment research and 3 years of experience in the

EFL program for entrance-level graduates.

The second group of participants includes 83 graduate students from four intact

classes. Averaged at 23 years old, they came from non-English majors, including

science, engineering, and social sciences. All of them were registered in the EFL

reading course with relatively low reading proficiency as demonstrated by their per-

formance on the College English Test Band 6 (CET6). The average score of these

students on CET6 was 420 out of 710, 5 points below the cut-off score of the test.

Among these participants, twenty students participated voluntarily in focus-group

and individual interviews. Table 1 shows the profile of these participants; codes are

used for anonymity’s sake.

Materials and instruments

Diagnostic assessments on EFL reading comprehension The EFL reading proficiency

of participants was assessed by the UDig, a computer-based, diagnostic assessment sys-

tem published by the Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press in China. Lasting

about 75 min, the UDig system for English reading consists of two parts, a placement

assessment allocating the test taker into one of four levels of EFL reading proficiency

and a diagnostic assessment exploring strengths and weaknesses on reading at the par-

ticular level that the test taker has been placed.

The diagnostic assessment was developed according to the cognitive model extracted

from the reading scales of the China’s Standards of English Language Ability (CSE), a

Chinese version of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

(Zeng & Fan, 2017). In the CSE scales, EFL reading abilities are defined and specified

according to the revised taxonomy of educational objectives (Anderson et al., 2001),

based upon which English reading abilities were divided, in the UDig system, into mul-

tiple sub-constituents, for example, summarizing the main idea, differentiating facts

and opinions, and making inferences about the author’s feelings and attitudes. There-

after, test specifications were constructed, and sample items were written and reviewed

internally by a panel of experts on language testing and EFL education. To meet the

fine-grained requirement of diagnosis, each item was designed to evaluate a single abil-

ity of English reading (see Fig. 2 below for an example question examining students’

Table 1 Profile of the interview participants

No. Code Gender (number) Average age Major Type of interview

1 G1 Male (4); female (1) 22 Science and engineering Focus group

2 G2 Male (3); female (2) 23

3 G3 Male (5) 23

4 S1 Female 22 Science and engineering Individual interview

5 S2 Female 23

7 S3 Male 24

6 S4 Female 23 Humanities and social sciences

8 S5 Male 22
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abilities on summarizing the main idea of the text). In addition, as each item assessing

a single construct, Item Response Theory (IRT) was employed to be the primary

method for data analysis. However, the G-DINA, which is a commonly used DCM in

CDA studies and has proven to be robust in diagnosing EFL reading abilities of Chinese

test takers (Chen & Chen, 2016), was also applied iteratively in one of the parallel as-

sessment papers. The results provided evidence to both the validity and the feasibility

of the assessment to diagnose test takers’ reading abilities (Sun, 2020). Validity of the

diagnostic assessment was also supported by other types of evidence, including the fit

between the construct of assessment items and the response processes actually engaged

by the test taker (Sun, 2019). In this study, the assessment was administered by Flora

and manager of the UDig system (i.e., the second author) collaboratively. Score reports

of student and teacher versions were generated automatically from the system.

Diagnostic score reports The results of the diagnosis were communicated, within the

UDig system, through two types of online score reports designed for students and

teachers respectively. The student’s report, retrieved immediately after the student has

completed the assessment, covers six sections, including the English ability level (corre-

sponding to the CSE level), verbal descriptions of the students’ overall performance, a

bar diagram showing the student’s mastery of each attribute involved in the assessment,

the definition of the attributes and examples showing the relationship of the attributes

and assessment items, a line chart tracking the student’s performance on, if any, mul-

tiple reading assessments, and suggestions for future studies. The teacher’s report pro-

vides a summary of the performance of students in the class. These reports were

designed with reference to guidelines of score report development (e.g., Hattie & Tim-

perley, 2007; Roberts, 2012; Zenisky & Hambleton, 2012), as well as examples of diag-

nostic score reports in the existent literature (e.g., Jang, 2009; Roberts & Gierl, 2010).

Table 2 shows an analysis of the report contents on the basis of a model of feedback to

enhance learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). The interpretation of the student’s report

Fig. 2 An example question from the UDig reading assessments
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was ascertained from both qualitative and quantitative data. However, empirical investi-

gations indicated that intended interpretations and use could be better achieved with

the assistance of teachers, particularly for students with a low level of learner autonomy

(Fan, accepted).

Interview questions Focus groups and individual interviews were designed as part of the

larger project investigating the usefulness of UDig diagnostic system in China. Some re-

sults on students’ understandings of UDig diagnostic score report were reported by Fan

(accepted). In the current study, both methods were used to qualitatively investigate stu-

dents’ beliefs of diagnostic assessment, and their perceptions of diagnosis-based remedi-

ation either through interactive and directed discussions, or by individual interviews.

Interview questions were adopted from Doe (2015), Jang (2009), and Yin, Sims, and

Cothran (2012). Below is a list of example questions.

1. Would you say that the diagnostic assessment has had an effect on your learning

of English? If yes, in what ways?

2. Do you think you have improved your English skills since the beginning of the

term? How have you improved?

3. Do you think that the remediation activities (i.e., group discussions, individual

tasks) in the classroom useful for helping you connect the feedback to your English

learning, and for improving your English skills? If yes, which activity do you think

is the most useful?

4. Do you think that the diagnostic assessment has been well integrated into the

reading curriculum? If yes, in which ways? If not, why not?

Research procedures and data analyses

Research procedures are illustrated in Table 3. Student participants were divided into

two groups: the experimental group and the control group. Thirty-nine students from

two classes were allocated into the experimental group (Nexp = 39), whereas forty-four

students from the other two classes were assigned to the control group (Ncon = 44).

Table 2 Dimensions of UDig diagnostic score reports on reading comprehension (adapted from
Fan, accepted)

A model of feedback to enhance learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) UDig
Report

Purposes To reduce discrepancies between current understandings/performance and a desired
goal

√

Objects Student √

Teacher √

Contents Feed up: Where am I going? (the goals) √

Feed back: How am I going? √

Feed forward: What to next? √

Levels Task level: How well tasks are understood. √

Process level: The main process needed to understand/perform tasks. √

Self-regulation level: Self-monitoring, directing, and regulating of actions. ×

Self-level: Personal evaluations and affect (usually positive) about the learner. ×
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Before the study, informed consent was obtained from all participants, who were volun-

tarily joined in the study, and could withdraw at any stage of the research.

Using a pre-test post-test quasi-experimental design, students completed two parallel

diagnostic reading tests in the first and last week respectively. From weeks 2 to 11, the

experimental group was required to take group-level intervention based on their pre-

test results, whereas the control group did not receive planned remediation. Instead,

they were allocated to small groups randomly, and required to complete, both during

the class and after the class, learning tasks not specifically tailored to their weaknesses

on English reading.

Data of teaching behaviors and the teacher’s beliefs were collected during the 12-

week assessment and remediation sessions. Data comprised teaching materials of each

week for both groups (including course syllabus, lesson plans, the textbook and refer-

ence books, and power point slices used in the classroom), teacher’s self-reflections on

the design of the remediation as well as her understandings of diagnosis in language

education, classroom observations displaying the teaching processes, students’ reac-

tions, teacher-student interactions, and student-student interactions during the small-

group discussion. Data of students’ beliefs and perceptions were collected after the

post-test in the form of interview protocols.

A three-cycle coding method was used to analyze the qualitative data (Saldaña, 2009).

First, open coding of the qualitative data was conducted. Second, all data in relation to

the research questions and the proposed framework were categorized and analyzed. Fi-

nally, as a post-coding session, the general categories produced at the second step were

transformed to themes corresponded to the remediation component and sub-

components listed in the proposed framework. The validity of the coding was tested

by check of transcripts by participating students, comparison of teaching materials,

Table 3 Research procedures

Week Stage Group Duration
of time

Data collected

Control group Experimental group

Week
1

Pre-test Receiving the pre-test Receiving the pre-test 75 min Pre-test results

Week
2

Treatment
session 1

(1) Explaining and
discussing the
diagnostic score
report
(2) Dividing students
into small groups
based on the pre-test
results

(1) Dividing students
into small groups
randomly

15–30
min

Classroom observations (e.g.,
teacher-student interactions)

Week
3-11

Treatment
session 2

(3) Assigning and
evaluating remedial
learning tasks of each
group
(4) Assigning and
evaluating remedial
learning tasks of
individual students

(2) Assigning and
evaluating remedial
learning tasks of each
group
(3) Assigning and
evaluating remedial
learning tasks of
individual students

50 min
per week
30 min
per week

Classroom observations (e.g.,
student-student interactions);
teaching materials; teacher’s
self-reflections

Week
12

Post-test Receiving the post-
test

Receiving the post-
test

60 min Post-test results; teacher’s self-
reflections; students’ interview
protocols

Note. The time durations of the pre- and post-tests are different, because the pre-test consists of a placement assessment
and a diagnostic assessment, whereas the post-test includes only the diagnostic assessment
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observation data, teacher’s self-reflections, and students’ interview protocols, as well

as comparison and discussion of the coding results among the authors of this article.

To investigate the effects of diagnosis-based remediation, both descriptive and infer-

ential statistics were analyzed to explore whether the English reading ability changed

significantly in the pre- and post-tests for each group. One-way ANCOVAs were per-

formed to examine the statistically significant difference between the remediation of

the experimental group and the control group on post-test means controlling for pre-

test scores.

Results

RQ1: Diagnosis-based remediation practices and the teacher’s beliefs

Teaching practices integrating diagnostic assessment into EFL reading curriculum

The remediation of the experimental group was conducted through four phases of

planning, framing, implementing, and reflecting. In the planning phase, Flora made a

detailed analysis of the current curriculum, teaching objectives, and students’ needs.

The purpose of the course was to prepare first-year, non-English major graduate stu-

dents with relatively low reading proficiency for the study of academic English in the

following semesters. Aligned with the CSE scales, the course was organized to improve

the reading skills required by the Level 6 of CSE targeting at senior undergraduate stu-

dents and entrance-level graduate students. The teaching materials were texts from An

English Reader for Postgraduates (Zhu, 2011), covering a variety of text types listed in

the CSE, including narration, description, exposition, and argumentation. Small-group

discussions were used as a primary teaching method, as discussed and determined by

all teachers in the department who have experience in teaching the course. They be-

lieved that small-group discussion could stimulate students’ text understanding, prob-

lem solving, and critical thinking. During the discussion students presented multiple

points of view, responded to the ideas of others, and reflected on their own ideas in an

effort to build their knowledge, understanding, or interpretation of the text at hand.

Flora also investigated the UDig diagnostic assessment on EFL reading ability, its

match with the current curriculum of graduate course, and students’ trials and re-

sponses in the previous semester. On the basis of multiple analyses, plans of integrating

the UDig diagnostic assessment into the curriculum was formed for the experimental

group, and is described in the implementing section below.

As part of the framing process, Flora introduced, via emails, the UDig system to the

students of the experimental group at the beginning of the semester. The instructional

plans were also communicated with students after they had completed the diagnostic

assessment.

In the implementing phase, students of the experimental group took the UDig assess-

ment online before the course began (i.e., the pre-test), and obtained individual score

reports presenting their strengths and weaknesses on English reading. During the class,

discussions were organized to facilitate students’ understandings of the diagnostic score

report. Questions and misunderstandings about the score report were solved through

discussions and teacher’s explanations. Below present two examples of the teacher-

student interaction:
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(1) Student A: According to the report, I’m at the Level 5 of English reading

proficiency. What does Level 5 mean?

Teacher: The UDig diagnostic assessments divide test takers’ English reading

proficiency into four levels, corresponding to levels 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the CSE. [Flora

had introduced the CSE and its relations to the curriculum at the beginning of the

semester.] Moreover, in the UDig diagnostic report, you canfind detailed

descriptions of the level you’re placed at, including the reading skills you’ve

mastered, and types and language complexity of the reading texts involved in the

assessment. You can also find descriptions of a higher level, which might serve as

your learning goals in your future studies.

(2) Student B: When I received this report, I was looking for the item review section

that would help me identify my incorrect responses. But I cannot find this

information, and I’m a bit confused about it.

Teacher: You might be expecting the item reviews as in a traditional test report,

but the main purposes of diagnostic assessment and diagnostic feedback are to

examine your English reading abilities in relation to the skills you have or have not

mastered, instead of your accuracy in answering each test item. For example, you

can learn your mastery of reading skills from either the “General Description of

your Performance” section on page one, or the bar chart on page 3. Based on your

skill mastery, suggestions for your future studies are also presented in the last

section of the report.

Thereafter, informed with their mastery of attributes, students were divided into

small groups. Table 4 summarizes the division of groups in the two experimental clas-

ses. Each group, consisting of five to seven students and sharing two attributes scored

the lowest in the pre-test, was required to complete remedial activities collaboratively.

Table 4 Group divisions of the two classes in the experimental group

No. Weaknesses Number of groups
(number of
students)

Weakness I Weakness II Class
I

Class
II

Total

1 Analyzing logical relationships between
ideas

Summarizing the main idea of the text 1 (4) 2 (9) 3
(13)

2 Making inferences about the author’s
feelings and attitudes

Locating the target information by
skimming, scanning, or browsing

0 (0) 1 (7) 1 (7)

3 Making inferences about the author’s
feelings and attitudes

Summarizing the main idea of the text 1 (4) 0 1 (4)

4 Locating the target information by
skimming, scanning, or browsing

Making inferences about the author’s
feelings and attitudes

1 (4) 0 1 (4)

5 Analyzing logical relationships between
ideas

Differentiating facts and opinions/
primary and secondary information
from the text

0 (0) 1 (4) 1 (4)

6 Differentiating facts and opinions/
primary and secondary information
from the text

Extracting detailed information from
the text

1 (3) 0 1 (3)

7 Summarizing the main idea of the text Analyzing logical relationships between
ideas

1 (4) 0 1 (4)

Total 5 (19) 4 (20) 9
(39)
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The group discussion was organized through four steps as follows: (1) Each group was

assigned two tasks for discussion which were aligned with the target attributes (i.e.,

weaknesses) of the group. Please see Table 5 for examples of discussion tasks catego-

rized by reading attributes. (2) After the group discussion, representatives of each group

were required to summarize the discussion process and provide answers to the ques-

tions. (3) The representatives answered questions raised by students in other groups.

(4) The group discussion and presentation were reviewed and evaluated by the teacher,

who would further explain the questions remained unsolved during the discussion ses-

sion. The small-group discussions, lasting about 50 min, were conducted once a week

from weeks 3 to 11.

After the class, students were assigned exercises targeting on their individual weak-

nesses of English reading each week. Sources of tasks include exercises from the text-

book, and items from reading tests that have been used for diagnosis in previous

research (e.g., the reading section of TOEFL test). The quality of task performance was

evaluated by a teaching assistant (i.e., the third author). At the end of the semester, stu-

dents took an equivalent form of UDig assessment online (i.e., the post-test) and ob-

tained the diagnostic feedback immediately after they finished the assessment.

In the course of the remediation, Flora, the test administrator, and the teaching as-

sistant held meetings regularly to communicate results of two diagnostic assessments,

plans of remedial instructions, and students’ performance during group discussions and

follow-up exercises, based upon which teaching practices were implemented and

adjusted.

Table 5 Examples of reading tasks for small-group discussion in the classroom

No. Attribute Example task for small-group discussion

1 Locating the target information by skimming,
scanning, or browsing

(1) The title of the text is “The Three New Yorks”. Please
scan the text and find out what “The Three New Yorks”
refer to. What are the major characteristics of the three
New Yorks?

2 Extracting detailed information from the text (2) Please identify the word “commuter” in the text and
find out the author’s detailed description of commuters.
(3) The author uses examples to describe the current
state of settlers in New York. Please find out these
examples and explain the function of them.

3 Summarizing the main idea of the text (4) Try to find out the topic sentence of each paragraph,
or to summarize the main idea of each paragraph in
one or two sentences.
(5) Try to summarize the main idea of the text.

4 Analyzing logical relationships between ideas (6) Please find out, in the second paragraph, the
connective words that help develop the logical
relationship of the paragraph.
(7) Draw a mind map to show how the author develops
the topic and organizes the ideas in the text.

5 Making inferences about the author’s feelings
and attitudes

(8) Try to make inferences about the author’s attitudes
toward the three groups of New Yorks discussed in this
text.

6 Differentiating facts and opinions/ comparing
the opinions and attitudes of different authors

(9) This unit comprises two texts about urban life (i.e.,
“The Three New Yorks” and “Loving and Hating of New
York”). Please read the two texts and compare the
opinions of the two authors about New York city and life
in the city.

Note. The example tasks for small-group discussion are adapted from “Unit Three – The Three New Yorks” in the
textbook An English Reader for Postgraduates (Zhu, 2011)
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The teacher’s beliefs underpinning teaching practices Flora’s beliefs informing her

use of UDig reading assessment in her classroom instruction centered on her

orientation to diagnostic assessment, her approach to EFL teaching, and her views

on English teaching and diagnosis in the Chinese context. Informed by her previ-

ous experience of diagnostic assessment research, Flora believed that, instead of

providing a summative score for test takers, CDA can explore students’ knowledge

structures and cognitive processes underlying test-taking behaviors and can be

“directly used to derive remedial instruction and learning that targets students’

deficiencies”. To guide follow-up remediation, Flora preferred to use, in the class-

room, diagnostic assessments suitable to the specific language learning context and

curriculum. The UDig reading assessment designed on the basis of the reading

scales of CSE and trialed to diagnose English reading deficiencies for Chinese

students was aligned with the goals of the entry-level EFL reading course, and was

therefore selected as the diagnostic tool in the current study.

Although Flora had some research experience on diagnostic assessment, she had not

used it in the classroom to help students. In the course of this study, Flora was com-

mitted to integrate the diagnostic assessment into reading curriculum, including select-

ing the diagnostic assessment suitable to students English proficiency level and the

teaching objectives, sharing the diagnostic information and remedial plans with

students, implementing the diagnostic assessment in the classroom, and reflecting the

remediation process during and after the semester.

Related to the instruction of EFL reading, Flora believed that small-group discussion

was an effective way of remediation because of its familiarity to both the teacher and

students, and characteristics of the Chinese context. Small-group discussion has long

been adopted as the major teaching method in the graduate EFL course at the univer-

sity. It could serve intellectual, emotional, and social purposes required by the course

objectives. Moreover, Flora had positive attitude toward group-level diagnosis and

remediation. She agreed that students needed to be treated as individuals based on

their mastery profiles for more targeted help. However, in the Chinese context where a

teacher must take care of typically more than eighty students at the same time, the

remedial instruction conducted for individual students would be castle in the air.

Group-level remedial instructions could be a possible substitute. In this way, the quality

of learning outcome could be enhanced effectively, and resources could be allocated by

curriculum developers and school administers strategically. Informed by these views,

during the semester, the curriculum and teaching activities were tailored to the needs

of students who shared the similar weaknesses on English reading.

RQ2: Students’ beliefs and perceptions

Twenty students participated in focus-group and individual interviews investigating

their thoughts and attitudes toward the diagnostic assessment, as well as their percep-

tions of diagnosis-based remediation. Generally, the majority of students’ attitudes to-

ward diagnostic assessment were positive. However, a few students viewed it as

unrelated to their future study of English for lack of motivation. For example, S1 com-

mented that “my major is computer science, and I’d like to know my English skills on

reading academic papers about the computer science, or at least on reading general
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articles like science news and information. The diagnostic assessment should find out

my weaknesses in that area.”

Students’ perceptions of the diagnosis-based remediation were mixed. The majority

of students reported that the remedial instruction was quite useful, because “it can help

me understand specific skills in English reading, and pinpoint my areas of improvement

in terms of these skills” (S2). Among a variety of instructional activities, they expressed

that the explanation of the purpose of diagnostic assessment and the question-answer

session about the diagnostic score report in the classroom were the most useful, as

these activities could “help us understand that diagnostic assessment is different from

the tests we’ve taken before” (G2). Otherwise, some students might take the assessment

as the summative language test that they were familiar with.

In terms of group-level activities conducted in the classroom, most students com-

mented that they agreed with the teacher that the small-group discussion was “a more

efficient method than learning activities at the individual level” (G1), and can “improve

my problem-solving skills through communication with my peers” (S5). However, a few

students expressed that the individual instruction should be the major method for

remediation in the classroom, complemented by small group discussions, so that the

remediation would be “more targeted and effective” (G3). In addition, students sug-

gested that, besides the pre-test and post-test, it would be better to implement more

diagnostic assessments during the course, as “they could remind us of our mastery pat-

terns of reading skills” (G1), and “I can also adjust our learning according to the test

results if the test could be administered once a month” (S4).

RQ3: Learning outcomes of the experimental and control groups

Descriptive statistics and results of ANCONVA analyses are presented in Table 6. The

number of participants, means, and standard deviations for total scores and attribute

Table 6 Pre-test, post-test, and ANCOVA results for the experimental and control groups

Attribute Group No. Pre-test Post-test ANCOVA

Mean SD Mean SD F p Cohen’s d

A1 EG 34 10.59 10.13 14.65 10.77 4.80** 0.033 0.63

CG 20 12.00 9.73 9.6 8.35

A2 EG 34 17.79 4.17 18.06 4.74 4.58** 0.037 0.59

CG 20 16.65 6.90 14.80 5.53

A3 EG 10 22.56 7.50 26.11 6.01 4.32** 0.049 0.87

CG 16 17.59 7.53 14.23 8.66

A4 EG 34 22.58 7.68 23.00 7.00 0.78 0.383 0.29

CG 20 19.45 9.89 19.80 10.85

A5 EG 30 20.36 5.65 22.83 6.59 0.88 0.352 0.29

CG 17 17.00 8.25 20.18 7.66

Total score EG 34 220.21 29.67 233.26 39.67 1.66 0.203 0.35

CG 20 200.30 42.67 207.05 47.98

A1, analyzing logical relationships between ideas (e.g., causation, transition, progression); A2, summarizing the main idea
of the text; A3, making inferences about the author’s feelings and attitudes; A4, differentiating facts and opinions/
comparing the opinions and attitudes of different authors; A5, locating the target information by skimming, scanning, or
browsing; EG, experimental group; CG, control group
**p< .05
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scores under diagnosis-based remediation and non-remediation conditions are re-

ported. Specifically, although 83 students took the pre-test, only 54 students completed

the post-test, among which 34 students were from the experimental group (Nexp1 = 34)

and 20 from the control group (Ncon1 = 20). In addition, placed at four different levels

of reading proficiency, the participants were measured by one of the four diagnostic

assessments targeting at their levels. The attributes varied as measured by different

levels.

One-way ANCOVAs were conducted to determine the statistically significant differ-

ence between the teaching practices of the experimental group and the control group

on post-test means controlling for pre-test scores. Outliers and assumptions for per-

forming ANCOVA were checked using the SPSS (version 26.0). Results show that there

were significant effects of the diagnosis-based remediation on three attributes as fol-

lows: analyzing logical relationships between ideas (e.g., causation, transition, progres-

sion), F(1, 52) = 4.80, p = 0.033, cohen’s d = 0.63; summarizing the main idea of the

text, F(1, 52) = 4.58, p = 0.037, cohen’s d = 0.59; and making inferences about the

author’s feelings and attitudes, F(1, 24) = 4.32, p = 0.049, cohen’s d = 0.87. However, no

significant differences were found between the experimental and control group on the

other attributes and the total score after controlling for the pre-test means.

Discussion and conclusions
The integrative framework of diagnosis

The present study proposed the integrative framework connecting diagnostic assess-

ment to feedback and remediation. The framework consists of four major components,

diagnosis, feedback, remediation, and validation, each playing a unique role in the

framework. Diagnosis serves as the starting point, on the basis of which the other com-

ponents can be built on. Feedback serves as the bridge between the CDA and a diverse

audience of assessment users, translating the assessment data to understandable and

actionable information for subsequent instruction and learning. Remediation is an es-

sential component of the framework, functioning as the key to achieving the desired

goals of diagnosis. Validation is also necessary as evidence must be collected and ana-

lyzed to ensure that the intended impact of the CDA is realized through close align-

ment among the diagnosis, feedback, and remediation.

Compared with previous models on a similar attempt, the integrative framework of

diagnosis has a number of advantages. Firstly, as a response to the increasing calls in

CDA to design assessment tasks for diagnostic purposes, this framework adopts a sys-

tematic item development approach starting with the construction of the cognitive

model, that is, the construct of the assessment items to be designed and used. Although

the retrofitting approach using exiting unidimensional tests originally not designed for

diagnostic purposes is preferred by previous models of CDA (e.g., Lee & Sawaki, 2009),

we argue that items developed with cognitive characteristics would extract micro-level

information that is unlikely to exist on general-purpose tests, and can thus gear to the

needs in the educational micro-environments to monitor the teaching and learning

process at the classroom level. Compared with the retrofitting approach, the diagnosis

of the item development approach is also expected to achieve finer granularity on the

attributes defined in the cognitive model, better model fits to examinees’ response data,
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and more straightforward interpretations of diagnostic results (de la Torre & Minchen,

2014; Deonovic, Chopade, Yudelson, de La Torre, & von Davier, 2019). This approach

has been proved feasible by the UDig assessment used in the present study as well as

other empirical studies of cognitive diagnosis (e.g., Xie, 2019).

Secondly, in contrast to previous models that viewed feedback and remediation as

subsidiary components to CDA, this framework recognizes feedback and remediation

as having equal importance with diagnosis, because the positive impact of CDA cannot

be fully realized without the accurate presentation of the diagnostic results and the ef-

fective implementation of remedial activities (Lee, 2015). Given the paucity of research

on diagnostic feedback and diagnosis-based remediation, it is worth drawing knowledge

and experience from studies in other fields of education, as the practice adopted in the

present study.

Finally, in addition to the components specifying the diagnostic assessment, feedback,

and remediation widely discussed, validation is included as one of the major constitu-

ents in the framework, highlighting the significance of making assumptions and collect-

ing evidence in support of the proposed interpretation and use of the diagnostic

assessment. The validation procedure is both local and global. It is local in the sense

that validity evidence should be collected from within each component to ensure the

accuracy of diagnostic assessment, the interpretability of diagnostic feedback, and the

effectiveness of remedial activities employed in the classroom. It is global since evi-

dence should be collected to show the close alignment among the three components of

diagnosis, feedback, and remediation. For example, the specificity of attributes is man-

ageable and treatable in the CDA while can be acted upon by teachers and learners in

the classroom.

The experimental study

To demonstrate how the integrative framework of diagnosis can be implemented under

classroom settings, an experimental study was reported to apply the UDig diagnostic

assessment in the entry-level EFL reading course for first-year graduate students at a

Chinese university. Participating students were divided into experimental and control

groups, and the remediation processes of the experimental group were investigated

qualitatively. The results demonstrate procedures of integrating the UDig diagnostic as-

sessment to the EFL reading curriculum for entry-level graduate students, and imple-

menting remedial instructions through four phases of planning, framing, implementing,

and reflecting.

It is worth noting that the UDig diagnostic assessment serves as different purposes at

different stages in the course of the integration. The pre-test implemented at the begin-

ning the English reading course functions as the assessment for learning (AfL), and as

learning (AaL) by providing the teacher and students with the information needed to

modify instruction and learning in classrooms, whereas the post-test utilized at the end

of the course functions primarily as the assessment of learning (AoL) tool for summa-

tive evaluation of how much of the goals being achieved. The three assessment

methods of AlL, AaL, and AoL were integrated into a learning-oriented approach to as-

sessment by the deployment of the diagnostic assessment in the classroom (Jones,

Saville, & Salamoura, 2016). From the diagnostic assessment, students could find out
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what they had achieved, learn the areas for future improvement, and develop metacog-

nition by being involved in the assessment (Jang & Wagner, 2013).

The study also investigated beliefs of the teacher and students on language diagnosis and

diagnosis-based remediation. The results show that plans of integration, use of diagnostic

feedback, and procedures of remediation were influenced by the teacher’s orientation to diag-

nostic assessment and approach to EFL teaching. Flora, in particular, took a collective view on

the use of diagnostic assessment, holding that remedial teaching at the group level would be

more efficient and effective compared with individualized instruction in the Chinese context

where teachers are burdened with a large amount of teaching tasks. However, she acknowl-

edged that the group-level remediation should be complemented, to some extent, by teaching

and learning exercises tailored to the needs of individual students. Generally, students

had similar views on diagnostic assessment and follow-up remediation with their teacher, es-

pecially after the teacher reviewed and explained the diagnostic score report in the classroom,

indicating that diagnostic assessment and remediation could play a positive role in students’

English learning if assisted by teachers.

To examine the effect of remediation, a quasi-experiment was implemented and re-

ported. The study found that compared with the control group, the experimental group

was improved significantly on three attributes after 12-week diagnosis-based remedi-

ation. The attributes include analyzing logical relationships between ideas, summarizing

the main idea of the text, and making inferences about the author’s feelings and atti-

tudes. However, no significant improvement was observed on the total score and other

attributes covered by the assessment. The results indicate that the diagnosis-based ap-

proach is a more effective way to provide instructionally useful information that can be

acted upon in the classroom than other test and assessment approaches that do not dif-

ferentiate strengths and weaknesses among students with the same total score. It

should be noted that 29 students quitted the research before the post-test, 5 from the

experimental group and 24 from the control group, indicating that the implementation

of remedial activities after the pre-test might exert a positive impact on the attitudes of

students toward diagnostic assessment. However, the high dropout rate of the control

group brings about the problem of small and unequal sample sizes in the two groups,

mitigating the statistical power of the ANCOVA.

Limitations and future directions

Despite the above insights, the present study has three remaining issues that should be

addressed in future research endeavors.

First, the integrative framework of diagnosis was proposed and presented following

operational procedures drawn from research in the areas of CDA, score reporting, in-

struction, and validation. Compared with a large body of studies on CDA, research on

the other three components remain scarce. As a result, the procedures listed in the

present framework are subject to refinement and revision through, to the best of our

knowledge, two ways: a number of empirical studies implementing the framework in a

diversified context, and updated reference to increasing research in relevant areas of

education.

Second, the UDig system was utilized as diagnostic tools in the classroom, showing

the feasibility of using the computer-based diagnostic assessment in the classroom. In
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the future, the diagnostic assessment system can be expanded to accommodate person-

alized learning online. In so doing, the diagnostic assessment would be connected to

remedial learning more effectively, and learning data could be collected more

conveniently.

Last, the present study explored and reported behaviors of the teacher in planning,

framing, conducting, and reflecting the remedial activities tailored to students’ needs

on English reading, as well as the teacher’s beliefs and students’ beliefs of both diagnos-

tic assessment and diagnosis-based remediation. These qualitative data serve as valuable

sources of information. However, other types of qualitative data could be collected in

future studies, for example, students’ diaries and self-reflections, videos of small-group

discussions, and emails between the teacher and students, so that the remediation

process would be explored more thoroughly from the perspectives of both the teacher

and the students.

Limitations aside, this article attempts to add to the meager literature on the integra-

tion of CDA to diagnostic feedback, and remedial teaching and learning, and provide

practical guidance to the construction of diagnostic assessment, communication of

diagnostic score report, and implementation of remedial activities in the classroom.
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